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libration- abo_-t-_t]xe - 1- i resonance with the mean motion0f Jupiier. -_'l_e obse--rved-s-w-a_-s of-Tr-oj-ans
may provide insight into the original mass of condensed solids in the sone from which the Jovian planets
accumulated, provided that the mechanisms of capture can be understood [1]. As a first step toward this
understanding, we have undertaken to map the stability field of Trojans in the coordinates proper eccentricity,
ep, and llbration amplitude, D. To accomplish this mapping, we integrated numerically the orbits of 110
particles with ep in the range 0 to 0.8 and D in the range 00 to 140 °. Orbits of the Sun. the four Jovian
planets, and the mamless particles were integrated as a full N-body system, in a barycentric frame using a
fourth order symplectic scheme [2, 3]. Initial positions and velocities for the planets were taken from [4].

Our definitions of ep and D for Trojans axe an extension of those presented in [1]. We utilized the

analytic work of _rdi [5] to obtain

= - e;cos ± + [esin - e;sin ±
where • is the osculating eccentricity, _ is the longitude of perihelion,

____ _ 329 /4 ,,
and the subscript j refers to elements of Jupiter. The parameter ! _ 8.58 x 10-SD, a result not explicitly
given by ]_rdi.

In our study of highlyeccentricorbitswe found that the longitudeof the librationpoint isnot fixed
at +60 ° from the mean longitudeof Jupiterbut isafunction of ep. This isillustratedby insertsin Fig. 1,
that show the trajectoriesof three particlesin the rotatingframe. The trajectoriesillustratedcorrespond
to small values of D; ep = 0.03,0.3,and 0.7 in frames A, B, and C respectively.Small circlesin Fig. 1
representmeasured valuesof the angle between the librationpoint and the mean longitude of Jupiter,_bL,
as a functionof ep;the solidcurve isa fourthorder polynomial fitto the observations,

_L ----1.047 -I- 1.560p -I-0.90102 -t- 3.390ap -- 3.710_.
We calculateD asfollows:Let z = Isin((_b- _L + _/3)/2)I,then

E._-_I _ ,
where °o-_t= _ - _-, _bisthe differencein mean longitudebetween the Trojan and Jupiter,m isthe mass of

Jupiterinsolarmasses, and 17isthe mean motion ofthe object.Solutionsfor the minimum and maximum

values of _ can be found [6]from z,,,_ = sin(a/3)/3AX/2 and zmo= = sin(a/3 + 120°)/3AI/2, where

A = -mw_/2Ee_ and sins = (3A)a/2.The librationamplitude D is_b,_ - _b,,_n.

We integratedthe orbitsfor time intervalscorrespondingto 1500, 15000, and 150 000 Jupiterorbital
periods. Test particleswere startedwith orbitsin Jupiter'sorbitalplane. In a preliminary seriesof
integrationscarriedout to 15000 orbitalperiods,where the initialinclinationof the orbitswas 10°, we
found no significantdifferencein the limitof the stabilityfieldfrom that obtained with i = 0.

The distributionof orbitsthat are stableover the differentintervalsof time that we investigatedis
illustratedin Fig.2,where the limitsofstabilityfortime intervalsof 17800, 178 000, and 1780 000 years are
contoured. Orbits with surprisinglyhigh initialep arestablefornearly2 millionyears,but no orbitswith D
exceeding about 110° are stablefor more than 17 800 years.With increasingtime the stabilityfieldshrinks

in both ep and D. The limitof the main fieldof observed Trojan asteroidsshown in Fig. 2 may represent
the approximate limitofstabilityfor a time intervalof4.5 billionyears.

One recentlydiscoveredTrojan, 1989 BQ, lieswelloutsidethe main Trojan field(ep= 0.22,D = 17°).

We suggestthat the dynamical lifetimeof1989 BQ may be oforder 10s yearsand that ithas been captured
latein solarsystem history.Capture may have occurred by diffusion,successively,from a freeorbit to a
horseshoe orbitto tadpoleorbitsofincreasingstability.Ifone Trojan brightenough to be discoveredby the
usual methods of asteroidsearch has been captured latein solarsystem time, most of the known Trojans
may have been captured by a similar process at an early time when the flux of Jupiter-crossing bodies was
many orders of magnitude higher than at present [1].
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Figure 1: Position of libration po;-t, _L, as a function of proper eccentricity, ep.
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Figure 2: Map of stability of Jupiter _ojans in 'proper eccentricity (ep) and Libration amplitude (D) space.
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